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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner-1983
Abullah-Al-Muti Sharafuddin

Famous Scientist, Educationist, Administrator
&

Noted Science Writer of Bangladesh

[Born: 1 st January , 1930 in the village Fulbari, Sirajganj
 Died : 30 th November , 1998]

Normally , Scientist s write for Scientist s and it becomes diffcult for the Scientist s
to write for the layperson.

... Dr. Abdullah-AI-Muti  Sharafuddin

Science has to find a place in the culture of the country , as a whole.

... Dr. Abdullah-AI-Muti  Sharafuddin
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Abdullah-AI-Muti : A Brief Profile

Abdullah-AI-Muti (1930-1998) or Abdullah-AI-Muti
Sharfuddin  was a famous scientist and science

writer of Bangladesh. Muti was born on 1 January
1930 in the village Fulbari, Sirajganj. He obtained

MSc degree (1953) in Physics from the University
of Dhaka and MA (1960) and PhD (1962) in
Education from the University of Chicago, USA[1]

Al-Muti Sharafuddin played an important role in

popularizing science among the younger generation
of Bangladesh by publishing 28 books on science,

education and environment. He won numerous
prestigious awards including Independence Day
Award, Ekushey Padak, Bangla Academy Award,

Shishu Academy Award, Kalinga Award of
UNESCO, and Kudrat-e-Khuda Gold Medal in

recognition of his remarkable contributions in the
fields of science, education and literature.

Books :
n Eso Bigganer Rajje

n Obak Prithibi

n Rohosser Shesh Nei
n Jana-Ojanar Deshe

n Sagorer Rohosshopuri
n Biggan O Manush

n E Juger Biggan
n Telivisioner Kotha
n Swadhinota, Shikhya O Onnano Prosongo

n Abiskarer Neshay

Awards :

Kalinga Award of UNESCO (1983)

References :

1. Banglapedia Article on Sharafuddin, Abdullah
AI-Muti (http://banglapedia.search.com.bd/HT/

S_0300.htm).

Source :

“http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdullah-AI-Muti”
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Abdullah-Al-Muti Sharafuddin
A Biographical Sketch

Sharafuddin, Abdullah AI-Muti  (1930-1998)
educationist, administrator and science writer. Born

on 1 January 1930 in the village Fulbari, Sirajganj.
Abdullah Al-Muti Sharafuddin obtained MSc degree

(1953) in Physics from the UNIVERSITY OF
DHAKA and MA (1960) and PhD (1962) in Education
from the University of Chicago, USA.

A former Secretary of the Ministry of Science and

Technology, Sharafuddin began his service career
as a teacher in a government college. Subsequently

he held many positions, including Director of
Education Extension Centre, Dhaka; Director, Public
Instruction; Counsellor, Education and Culture to

different Embassies. After retirement he was
appointed Chief Adviser to the Secondary Science

Education Project of the ADB-UNDP.

Al-Muti Sharafuddin made considerable contribution
to the field of science education in Bengali language
and took the lead in popularizing science among

the younger generation. He published 28 books on
science, education and environment; notable among

these are Bijnan O manush, A Juger Bijnan, Bipanna
Paribesh, Bijnana Jiggasha, Sagorer rahoshyapuri,
Megh Bristi Rodh, and Poribesher Sankat Ghoniye

Aschhe. He won over a dozen of prestigious awards
including Independence Day Award, Ekushey

Padak, Bangla Academy Award, Shishu Academy
Award, Kalinga Award of UNESCO, and Kudrat-e-

Khuda Gold Medal in recognition of his remarkable
contributions in the fields of science, education and
literature.

Al-Muti Sharafuddin was the Chief Editor of the
Bijnan Biswakosh (Science Encyclopedia)
published by BANGLA ACADEMY, and editor of

Mukul, a juvenile magazine . He was actively
associated with various socio-cultural

organizations such as the Shahitya Sangsad,
Progati Lekhak Sangha, Kendrio Konchi Kanchar
Mela, Bangladesh Shishu Academy, Bijnan

Sangskriti Parishad, and Human Development
Foundation. He was the founding Fellow of the

Islamic Academy of Science, and a Fellow and
President of the ASIATIC SOCIETY OF
BANAGLADESH (1988-91).

Sharafuddin was also the President of the Bangla

Academy (1986-90), Vice-President of the
Foundation for Research on Planning and

Development (1993), President of Bangladesh
Association for Science Education (1988-95),

Executive Member of International Council of
Associations for Science Education (1989-93),
and Member of the International Scientific Council

(nominated by the Director General of UNESCO).
Until his death on 30 November 1998, he was the

Chairman of the Project Implementation
Committee of the National Encyclopedia of
Bangladesh Project of the Asiatic Society of

Bangladesh. [Sajahan Miah]

Source :  Banglapedia
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SPEAKING SCIENCE
AN INTERVIEW WITH

DR ABDULLA H AL-MUTI SHARAFUDDIN

by

Chin Saik Yoon
IDRC Communications Division Regional  Liaison Officer for Asia

Reports :
How did science and Bengali become linked?

Sharafuddin :
Ever since the British left the subcontinent in 1947,

our people had been demanding that their language,

Bengali, should be made a state language. But the

administration of the day had different ideas, and

for that simple demand, on 21 February 1952, several

students and others taking part in a demonstration

in Dhaka had to lay down their lives. This sacrifice,

and many others subsequently, did not go in vain.

The language movement ultimately led to a massive

national liberation movement. Thus Bangladesh, with

more than 90 million people, practically all speaking

the same tongue, is today a sovereign state and

Bengali is our state language.

Dr. Abdullah Al-Muti Sharafuddin, Secret ary of the Science and T echnology Division in the
Ministry of Education in Bangladesh, has been communicating on science for more than 40
years. In 1983, his efforts to promote “Science Literacy” in Bangladesh were recognized by
UNESCO, which awarded him the Kalinga Prize. Dr Sharafuddin’s concern has been to imbed
Science in Bangladeshi culture using the most sensitive of tools-language. Chin Saik Yoon,
IDRC Communications Division Regional Liaison Officer for Asia spoke with Dr Sharafuddin
recently in Bangaldesh.

I was a University student in those days and, along

with many others, took direct part in the language

movement was even thrown in jail for almost a year.

We are glad that our people finally won the right to

use their language in national affairs. This movement

was one of the factors that inspired some of us to

begin writing extensively on science and technology

in our own language. We felt that language is a

vehicle not only for conveying emotions and feelings

through poems and other forms of literature, of which

we have a rather rich tradition, but that science and

technology, which are the main instruments for

moulding the lives of the people today, have an equal

claim on language. This communication, moreover,

should be at various levels - as the mother tongue

should be used as a medium of instruction at

different stages of formal education, there must be
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adequate literature to communicate science and

technology to the lay people.

Reports :
And what approach do you take creating this

literature? Would it be your work goes beyond

books?

Sharafuddin :
I write in a language that is more or less a spoken

language; I mean, most people cannot distinguish

between my writing and my speech. I don’t just

simply write, but I try to plan a book with all kinds of

special effects.

What I mean is I have given attention to pictorial

presentation of the scientific principles, not in a

stilted scientific fashion, but in a popular fashion

that would appeal to the imagination of youngsters

and adults. And also, my style has been such that

it is a very simple language. I always start with very

basic principles in a manner not taking anything for

granted. Normally, scientists write for scientists and

it becomes difficult for the scientist to write for the

layperson. But I take nothing for granted, I assume

that my readers are all like children. Many of my

articles for example, have been presented in

children’s’ groups and, therefore I have tried to

combine talking and reading and writing together.

Reports :
Do you find the Bangali language able to cope with

scientific and technological terminology?

Sharafuddin :

Now my feeling is that our language is constructed

in a way such that many abstract ideas can be

conveyed. The deficiency has been in terms of

technological language.

We have a scientific l iterature created by

nonscientists, where powerful writers have tried

writing about science. What is surprising is that our

scientists have not come out themselves

communicating in such large numbers. Scientists

become proficient in their formulas and other

things…scientific subjects…and they feel

comfortable in communicating in English.

Then we have another stream of writers who are

proficient in the Bengali language, but concentrate

their language skills on poetry, short stories and

novels, and so on, of all various emotional aspects

and not about practical things. We have these rich

divergencies. What I have tried to do is combine the

streams. I mean, richness of the Bengali language

and my study of the Bengali literature and whatever

acquaintance that I have with our modern writers

and my acquaintance with scientists of our present

day. I try to combine, to put it together for the

layperson, and particularly for the younger

generation.

Reports :

Do you perceive any changes, any results from this

sort of communication?

Sharafuddin : I think so, But of course I cannot

say that the changes are taking place because of

my effort alone. There are various factors converging.

But there has been quite a change in the notion

about science and about the world itself. I will give

you a good example when I was a student in

university, we had only one university and we had

about 1600 students. There were few science

students there at that time. Now in all universities

we have about 40 000 students instead of 1600, 40

years later. Out of these 40 000 students, 40 percent

are now in science and technology, which means

16,000 students are in science. The very fact that

40 percent of today’s students have come into

science and technology is quite a change form my

days, when the number of students was very small

compared to the population and the proportion of

students studying science was smaller still. And

not only is there a great urge for studying science

today but also the proportion of girls among the

science students is increasing. I mean, girls and

boys are coming in equal proportion, and the best
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students of both genders are taking up science and

technology.

I cannot say that we have been entirely successful

so far in introducing Bengali as medium of

instruction at the higher stages of education. But

we are delighted to note that among the younger

generation there is a growing inclination to go in for

studies in science and technology. In my own school

days, in the early 1940s, we had practically no

science in school. Since 1960 all students have to

take science as a compulsory subject in secondary

schools.

The number of workers in R &D has been showing a

corresponding  increase. In 1960 we did not have

any science laboratory worth that name outside of

the universities. Now we have about 60 R & D

institutions throughout the country working on

problems of national importance.

More than being a subject of study as an academic

discipline, among a growing segment of the younger

generation science and technology are today being

considered a part of the general culture and an

absorbing object of recreational interest. For

example, I think that it was in 1973 or 1974, the

first few science clubs started coming up in some

schools and colleges and even in some other

venues. Now we have about 450 science clubs

throughout the country. Mostly, the members are

young people-school students, college students-and

they are involving their teachers:college teachers,

university teachers and even agricultural specialists

. And since 1978, when we started organizing the

National Science Week, the science clubs started

participating.

All the science clubs would undertake some

projects. There were competitions and projects.

There were competitions in public speaking on

science. Now this is becoming more and more

popular. Every year, at least 30,000 people are

becoming involved or members of science clubs

attendance has grown, and we have started having

science fairs, about 460 now, all across the country.

These things indicate that science is gradually

getting into the lives of the young people and the

average person as well.

Reports :

So looking ahead, what role do you see science

communications playing?

Sharafuddin :
Wall, I think that science has to find a place in the

culture of the country as a whole. For example, we

accept sports and games as a part of the culture.

Music and dance is a part of the culture. Literature

is  a part of the culture. Religion is a part of the

culture.

Previously, we have been looking at science as a

technical device- as an instrument only. When we

are sick we need the doctor; or when we have to

build a bridge or a house, we find engineers; or

somebody has to have a job and therefore needs a

skill. But science is a way of thinking. Life is

becoming so complex with problems of ecology and

Population and food production - non of these

problems can be solved unless everybody in the

country becomes scientifically literate and has some

understanding of the implications of the times-the

benefits of science as well as its dangers. And

therefore, in order to bring about this cultural change-

a cultural revolution, even-we have to have a scientific

awareness among the whole population.

And what we are trying to do now is encourage more

of our newspapers to have scientific features. We

have features on economic problems, we have

features on literature, we have a woman’s page, we

have a cinema page. We have all kinds of pages

but we don’t have a page on science yet. We are

going to try to pursuade newspapers to start a

science feature or a science page.

We have a number of science journals: some are

monthly, some quarterly. This ministry is trying to
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patronize these science journals through monthly
grants –only a token really-to support and
supplement and encourage indigenous publishing.

And, also we are encouraging all kinds of scientific
societies: physics society, chemical society,
environment society and all kinds . We are working
on science and culture combinations – social
organizations that have a component of science.
We tend to support them also. And we hope that
through their activities, there will be better
communication between the scientists, leaders in
culture and communication and the average person.

And certainly, we hope to have more publications
on science. We have been trying, for example, to
set up a national science library, Presently this is a
national depository of various sophisticated science
books, especially reference books. But as part of
the function, we hope that it will also start publishing
popular books on science. They have not started
doing this yet, but we hope that they will undertake
to publish books, textbooks, and other reference
books for school students and college students.

At the moment, may be 20 or 30 books annually

come out in a popular science mode . We hope this

number will be increased. Every year, Bangladesh

now produces maybe 2000 books of various kinds.

Most of them are standard books, some of them

are perhaps trash, but we probably have not more

than 20 on science. This is a very  small number

indeed. We hope this number will increase and we

think it can be done only by creating a cadre of

people, scientists and science communicators.

As I said, due to all of these efforts, we now do have

the beginnings: a group of people who are writing

for the journals, for the newspapers, who are writing

books. We hope that of course this will have a

snowballing effect. In the beginning, when  there is

only one or two persons, it is very difficult But when

you have a group of maybe 20 or 30 its is easier;

when you have a few hundred it is easier still. We

hope that this will accelerate science literacy in the

coming years.


